We propose that speakers mark key words with cataphoric devices. Cataphoric devices are counterparts to anaphoric devices: Just as anaphoric devices enable backward reference, cataphoric devices enable forward reference. And just as anaphoric devices mark concepts that have been mentioned before, cataphoric devices mark concepts that are likely to be mentioned again. We investigated two cataphoric devices: spoken stress and the indefinite this. Our experiments dem onstrated three ways that concepts marked by cataphoric devices gain a privi leged status in listeners' mental representations: Cataphoric devices enhance the activation of the concepts that they mark; cataphoric devices suppress the activation of previously mentioned concepts; and cataphoric devices protect the concepts that they mark from being suppressed by subsequently mentioned con cepts. © 1995 Academic Press, Inc.
demonstrate how concepts marked by cataphoric devices gain a privi leged status in the mental representations that listeners build when com prehending discourse. stressed when they are mentioned for the first time (Brown, 1983) . In fact, comprehension proceeds more smoothly when speakers stress new con cepts, as opposed to previously mentioned or "given" concepts (Bock & Mazzella, 1983; Terken & Nooteboom, 1987) . English listeners depend more on spoken stress as a cue that the stressed information is new than they depend on other cues, such as word order (MacWhinney & Bates, 1978) .
Speakers also stress prominent or focal concepts. For instance, stress ing the word bag in the sentence, "The woman with the bag went into the dentist's office" has the same effect on listeners as preceding the sen tence with the focusing question, "Which woman went into the office?;" both manipulations attract listeners' attention to the word bag (Cutler & Fodor, 1979) . Because spoken stress marks new and important concepts, we propose that it operates as a cataphoric device.
The Indefinite "This " We also propose that the unstressed indefinite article this operates as a cataphoric device. Most of us are familiar with the indefinite this. We hear it in the introductions to jokes, for instance, "So, this man walks into a bar" or "So, a man walks into a bar with this parrot on his shoulder."
The indefinite this is a relative newcomer to English, and it occurs considerably more often in informal spoken dialects than formal or writ ten ones (Wald, 1983) . Because it is an indefinite article, this-like a or an-introduces new concepts into a discourse. But in contrast to a/an, the indefinite this typically introduces concepts that will play a key role in the upcoming discourse.
For instance, when Wright and Giv6n (1987) recorded 8-and IO-year olds telling one another jokes and stories, they found that the concepts that children introduced with the indefinite this were referred to an aver age of 5.32 times in the children's next IO clauses. In contrast, the con cepts that the children introduced with the indefinite a/an were referred to only .68 times in the next 10 clauses. So, children use the indefinite this to introduce concepts that are likely to be mentioned again. Adults also use the indefinite this to introduce key concepts. Of the 243 concepts introduced with the indefinite this in Terkel's (1974) book Working, 86% were referred to again (Prince, 1981) .
In addition to these descriptive data, we also have laboratory data which demonstrate that concepts introduced with the indefinite this are likely to be mentioned again. In Gernsbacher and Shroyer (1989) , we auditorily presented the beginnings of informal narratives to college-aged subjects, telling them that at some point in each narrative the narrator would stop talking; then, it would be the subjects' job to continue telling the narrative. We constructed our narratives so that each introduced a new concept prior to the point where subjects continued telling the nar rative. We manipulated whether the new concepts were introduced with the indefinite this or the indefinite a/an. When our subjects continued telling the narratives, they were much more likely to talk about concepts that had been introduced with the indefinite this than concepts that had been introduced with the indefinite a/an; indeed, our subjects often men tioned concepts that had been introduced with the indefinite this in the first clauses that they produced, and they did so using less marked forms of reference (e.g., they referred to this boy as he, rather than as the boy).
Because the indefinite this marks new concepts that are likely to be mentioned again, it is a good candidate for what we are calling a cata phoric device. Indeed, Prince (1981) suggests that the indefinite this par allels a device in American Sign Language in which signers establish an absent third party on their right so that they can later refer to that indi vidual; an absent third party who is not going to be rementioned is not established this way. This American Sign Language device probably also operates cataphorically.
HOW DO CATAPHORIC DEVICES IMPROVE THEIR CONCEPTS' REPRESENTATIONAL STATUS?
We propose that cataphoric devices, such as spoken stress and the indefinite this, do more than signal that certain concepts are likely to be mentioned again. In the same way, anaphoric devices do more than signal that certain concepts have been mentioned before. Anaphoric devices affect the mental representations that listeners build during discourse comprehension.
What are the mental representations like that listeners build during discourse comprehension? We have described those mental representa tions as structures, and we have proposed several general cognitive pro cesses and mechanisms that enable comprehenders to build mental struc tures during comprehension (Gemsbacher, 1990; . According to the Structure Building Framework, comprehenders build coherent mental structures by first laying foundations (Carrieras, Gernsbacher, & Villa, 1995; Gernsbacher & Hargreaves, 1988; Gernsbacher, Hargreaves, & Beeman, 1989) . Comprehenders then develop their mental structures by mapping incoming information onto their developing mental struc tures, when that incoming information coheres with or relates to the previous information (Deaton & Gemsbacher, in press; Foertsch & Gemsbacher, 1994; Gemsbacher, in press; Gemsbacher & Robertson, 1992) . However, if the incoming information is less related to the previous information, comprehenders employ another process: They shift and de velop a new substructure (Gemsbacher, 1985; Gernsbacher, Varner, & Faust, 1990) .
We have also proposed that the building blocks of mental structures are memory nodes. Memory nodes are activated by incoming stimuli. Once activated, the information represented by memory nodes becomes acces sible for comprehension. In addition, patterns of activated memory nodes transmit processing signals; these processing signals suppress or enhance the activation of other memory nodes. In this way, patterns of activated memory nodes modulate the activation of other memory nodes. Memory nodes that are enhanced in activation become even more accessible; memory nodes that are suppressed become less accessible (Faust & Gernsbacher, in press; Gemsbacher & Faust, 1991a; 1991b; Gernsbacher & Faust, 1994) .
Several experiments suggest that anaphoric devices improve the acces sibility of the concepts to which they refer by triggering enhancement. Consider the sentence, "John beat Steve in a game of tennis, and Steve . . .. " The rementioned name Steve in the second clause is an anaphoric device that refers to the introduction of Steve in the first clause. Shortly after subjects hear or read the anaphoric device, they more rapidly and more accurately verify that the name of its referent (e.g., Steve) occurred in the sentence they just heard or read (Corbett & Chang, 1983; Dell, McKoon, & Ratcliff, 1983; Mac Donald & MacWhinney, 1990) . According to the Structure Building Framework, anaphoric devices trigger processing signals that enhance the activation of their antecedents, which is why concepts to which anaphoric devices refer are more accessible in comprehenders' mental representa tions, and are, therefore, verified more rapidly and more accurately .
Anaphoric devices also improve their referents' accessibility through the mechanism of suppression. Consider again the sentence, "John beat Steve in a game of tennis, and Steve . ... " Shortly after subjects hear or read the rementioned name Steve, they less rapidly and less accurately verify that the name John occurred in the sentence (Gemsbacher, 1989; MacDonald & MacWhinney, 1990; O'Brien, Duffy, & Meyers, 1986) . According to the Structure Building Framework, anaphoric devices trig ger processing signals that suppress the activation of other concepts, which is why concepts to which the anaphoric devices do not refer are verified less rapidly and less accurately (Gemsbacher, 1989) . By trigger ing the suppression of other concepts, anaphoric devices improve the accessibility of the concepts to which they refer.
Because we envision cataphoric devices as counterparts to anaphoric devices, we propose that cataphoric devices, like anaphoric devices, also trigger the mechanisms of enhancement and suppression to improve their concepts' accessibility. In the experiments reported here, we manipulated two cataphoric devices, spoken stress and the indefinite this, to test three hypotheses concerning how cataphoric devices improve the accessibility of the concepts that they mark. Two hypotheses were motivated by anal ogy to anaphoric devices. First, like anaphoric devices, cataphoric de vices could trigger processing signals that enhance activation. If cata phoric devices trigger processing signals that enhance the activation of the concepts that they mark, then a concept should be more activated when it is marked by a cataphoric device than when it is not marked by a cataphoric device.
Second, like anaphoric devices, cataphoric devices could also trigger processing signals that suppress the activation of previously mentioned concepts. If cataphoric devices trigger processing signals that suppress the activation of previously mentioned concepts, then a previously men tioned concept should become less activated following the introduction of a cataphorically marked concept than following the introduction of a con cept that is not cataphorically marked. By enhancing the activation of the concepts that they mark (our first hypothesis) and by suppressing the activation of the previously mentioned concepts (our second hypothesis), cataphoric devices will improve their concepts' accessibility.
In addition, because the purpose of cataphoric devices is to enable future reference-reference that occurs later in discourse-cataphoric de vices might also improve their concepts' accessibility in a way that we have not observed with backward-referring anaphoric devices. Cata phoric devices might "protect" the concepts that they mark from being suppressed by subsequently mentioned concepts. In this way, concepts that are marked by cataphoric devices would be more accessible for sub sequent reference. If cataphoric devices protect the concepts that they mark from being suppressed by subsequently mentioned concepts, then a cataphorically marked concept should remain more activated than a non cataphorically marked concept, after the introduction of a new concept. Therefore, we tested three hypotheses concerning how cataphoric de vices improve the accessibility of their concepts. We tested the hypoth esis that cataphoric devices enhance the activation of the concepts that they mark; we tested the hypothesis that cataphoric devices suppress the activation of previously mentioned concepts; and we tested the hypoth esis that cataphoric devices protect the concepts that they mark from being suppressed by subsequently mentioned concepts.
To test these hypotheses we constructed 48 experimental narratives. These narratives were short, ranging from 30 to 80 words and averaging about 50 words. Actually, they seemed more like excerpts or the begin nings of longer conversational accounts. All were spoken informally, complete with colloquial refrains, false starts, and hesitations; in Schober and Clark's (1989) term, they were "unsanitized. " We constructed these narratives to revolve around events and activities with which we sus pected our undergraduate subjects would be familiar, for example: I swear, my friend Vicky, every time we go to a garage sale, she just, uh, she just goes crazy. I mean like last Saturday we went to one near campus, 'n she just had to buy an ashtray, 'n y'know, ...
As this example illustrates, each narrative introduced several concepts, for example, Vicky, a garage sale, an ashtray. In each narrative, one of these concepts was our experimental concept; it was the concept we manipulated. We manipulated whether the word that referred to our ex perimental concept was marked with a cataphoric device (e.g., whether ashtray in the above narrative was spoken with stress).
We measured the accessibility of these experimental concepts using a laboratory task frequently used to estimate the activation of discourse concepts (MacDonald & Just, 1989; McKoon & Ratcliff, 1980; Ratcliff, Hockley, & McKoon, 1985) . We presented the name of our experimental concept visually, and we measured how rapidly and accurately subjects verified that the concept represented by the visually presented test word had occurred in the narrative. For example, during the narrative given as an example above, we visually presented the test word ashtray, and we measured subjects' speed and accuracy to respond "yes" (that ashtray had occurred in the narrative to which they were listening). Presumably, the more rapidly and accurately subjects respond, the more activated the concept is.
This laboratory task is ideal for examining how accessible concepts are in listeners' mental representations of discourse. Several studies suggest that subjects' response times and error rates reflect more than how well they can remember a superficial representation of the test word. For example, the test word bread is verified more rapidly and accurately after subjects read the sentence, "Almost every weekend, Elizabeth bakes some bread,'' than after subjects read the sentence, '' Almost every week end, Elizabeth bakes no bread." Notice that in both sentences the word bread occurs, but when the concept is negated (as it is in the second sentence), the concept of bread should be less accessible in comprehend ers' mental representations. That is why subjects respond less rapidly and less accurately to the test word bread after reading the second sentence (MacDonald & Just, 1989) .
Similarly, the word sweatshirt occurs in the sentence, "After doing a few warm-up exercises John put on his sweatshirt and jogged halfway around the lake." The word sweatshirt also occurs in the sentence, "Af ter doing a few warm-up exercises John took off his sweatshirt and jogged halfway around the lake." However, the test word sweatshirt is verified more rapidly and more accurately after subjects read that "J ohn put on his sweatshirt and jogged halfway around the lake" than after they read that "John took off his sweatshirt and jogged halfway around the lake" (Glenberg, Meyer, & Linden, 1987) .
In concert with others (Glenberg et al., 1987; McKoon & Ratcliff, 1980; McKoon, Ratcliff, Ward & Sproat, 1993) , we argue that subjects' re sponse times and accuracy rates in the verification task index how acces sible concepts are in the subjects' mental representations of a discourse. We further suggest that these response times and accuracy rates indicate the activation levels of memory nodes, which is why we used the verifi cation task to test our experimental hypotheses. Indeed, we specifically avoided other laboratory tasks that do not directly assay comprehenders' mental representation of a written text or a spoken discourse (e.g., a lexical decision or naming task on the word representing the experimental concept, or a lexical decision or naming task on a word representing a semantic associate of the experimental concept). Rather than asking sub jects to decide whether a letter string forms an English word, and instead of asking subjects to name a letter string as rapidly as possible, we wanted to obtain a more direct measure of how memorable the experimental concepts were. Therefore, we used a laboratory task that explicitly re quires subjects to examine their mental representations of the narratives in order to respond. We shall return to discuss our choice of experimental tasks in our final conclusions section.
EXPERIMENT 1A
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In our first experiment, we tested the hypothesis that cataphoric de vices trigger processing signals that enhance the activation of the con cepts that they mark. We tested this hypothesis by manipulating the cat aphoric device, spoken stress. A female speaker recorded two versions of each of our 48 experimental narratives. In the first version, she was told to "emphasize the experimental concept as if it was very important" (e.g., ASHTRA Y); in the second version, she was told to "produce the experimental concept without giving it undue emphasis" (e.g., ashtray). 3 These two versions are illustrated in Table lA. The version in which our speaker stressed the experimental concept we shall call the "stressed" version, and the version in which our speaker did not stress the experi mental concept we shall call the "unstressed" version.
To control other acoustic factors that might differ when speakers stress certain words-for instance, different intonation contours preceding the stressed word (Cutler, 1976 )-we digitized these recordings. Then using a cross-splicing procedure that we shall describe more fully in the methods section, we created two versions of each narrative that were acoustically identical except for the stressed versus unstressed experimental con cepts. Each experimental concept was followed in its narrative by a filler phrase, for instance, " 'n she just had to buy an ASHTRA Y, 'n y'know," "he's been learnin' to use a COMP UTER , 'n man," or "so I decided to order a PIZZA , but 'uh." Typically, these filler phrases were two-or three-syllable colloquial refrains, although occasionally they were loca tives (e.g., "I've been lookin' for an APARTMENT fa rther south"). It was after these filler phrases that we presented the test words. For ex ample, after subjects heard an ASHTRA Y, 'n y'know , or after they heard an ashtray, 'n y'know, we visually presented the test word ashtray. We presented the test words after their filler phrases because we knew that the stressed words would have longer durations, and we did not want faster reaction times to stressed words to occur simply because subjects had more time to respond.
To encourage our subjects to comprehend the narratives, we required them to write a logical continuation to half of them. We also included 32 "lure" narratives, which were similar to our experimental narratives, including having one stressed word. However, the concept that was stressed in each lure narrative was not represented by the test word for that narrative. Rather, the concept represented by the test word for each lure narrative had not occurred in that narrative; so the correct answer was "no."
To summarize: We presented two versions of 48 conversational narra tives. In one version, our experimental concept was stressed (ASH TR AY); in the other version it was unstressed (ashtray). We presented the visual test word (ashtray) immediately after subjects heard the experimen tal concept's filler phrase ('n y'know). We tested the hypothesis that cataphoric devices trigger processing signals that enhance the activation of the concepts that they mark. If cataphoric devices enhance the acti vation of their concepts, then subjects should have responded more rap idly and more accurately to the visually presented test words (ashtray) when the experimental concepts were marked by the cataphoric device, spoken stress (ASHTRA Y) than when they were not marked by the cat aphoric device, spoken stress (ashtray).
Method
Materials. We constructed two versions of 48 narratives , as illustrated in Table IA . In one version, the experimental concept was stressed, while in the other version, it was un stressed. Both versions were initially recorded on audio tape and then digitized at a sampling rate of 11 KHz. We edited the wave forms in ways that we shall describe shortly. We also visually and aurally inspected the wave forms so that we could place a 250-ms 5.5 KHz square-wave tone at the point where we wanted the test word to appear. To present the narratives during the experiment, we re-recorded the speech onto one channel of an audio tape and the square-wave tone onto another channel. During the experiment, the subjects heard only the speech, and the tone was fed into a relay, which when activated caused the test words to appear on the subjects' individual computer monitors.
We edited the original versions of each narrative in the following steps: First, we ran domly chose a carrier narrative. Half the time the carrier narrative was the beginning of the narrative in which the experimental concept was stressed, and half the time it was the beginning of the narrative in which the experimental concept was unstressed. By "beginning of the narrative," we mean the part of the narrative that included the introduction of the experimental concept and its filler phrase. For example, we used as a carrier:
I swear, my fr iend Vicky , every time we go to a garage sale, she just goes crazy. I mean like last Saturday we went to one near campus, 'n she just had to buy an ashtray, 'n y'know Next, we excised from the carrier narrative the acoustic signal corresponding to the exper imental concept. Then, we marked the offset of the experimental concept's filler phrase with a 5.5 KHz tone. We made two copies of each carrier narrative (including the tone). Finally, into one copy of the carrier narrative we spliced a copy of the acoustic signal corresponding to the experimental concept when it was stressed, and into the other copy of the carrier narrative we spliced a copy of the acoustic signal corresponding to the experimental concept when it was unstressed.
After the filler phrases, we appended more of the narratives. When the experimental concept was stressed, we appended another segment of the narrative in which the speaker continued talking about the experimental concept, for example:
... 'n she just had to buy an ASHTRA Y, 'n y'know, she really wanted it bad, but I didn 't see the attraction. I mean it had a picture of Lady Di on it, and I guess it only cost a quarter, but ... When the experimental concept was unstressed, we appended another segment of the nar rative in which the speaker talked about something else, for example:
... 'n she just had to buy an ashtray, 'n y'know, she even wanted to buy some clothes. But man I was gettin ' real hungry 'cuz I hadn't eaten any breakfast, 'n so I said, "Hey, ...
We made the narratives diverge (after the experimental concepts occurred) to mimic what
normally happens in discourse: Concepts that are marked with spoken stress are typically talked about. Of course, we measured activation before the two versions diverged.
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We also created 32 lure narratives that were similar in style and content to the experi mental narratives, but whose test words had not occurred (so the subjects should have responded "no" to these test words). One word in each lure narrative was stressed. We randomly ordered the 32 lure narratives and the 48 experimental narratives. Because we added two more experimental versions that we shall describe in Experiment IB, we needed to create four experimental tapes. On each tape, each experimental narrative occurred in only one of its four experimental versions, and an equal number of narratives occurred in each of the four experimental conditions. Furthermore, on each tape an equal number of narratives within each of the four experimental conditions had been originally produced with the experimental concept stressed as with the experimental concept unstressed (although through our cross-splicing procedure, the acoustic signal corresponding to the stressed experimental concept had been replaced with the acoustic signal corresponding to the un stressed experimental concept, and vice versa).
Twenty subjects were randomly assigned to each of the four tapes. In this way, each subject heard only one version of each narrative. By adding the other two versions (which we shall describe in Experiment IB), we decreased to 15% the proportion of test words that represented stressed concepts. Thus, on only 15% of the trials did a test word represent a concept that had been spoken with stress. Given the low proportion of stressed concepts that were represented by the test words, and given the much higher proportion of stressed concepts that were not represented by the test words-namely, 55%--subjects would not have benefited by assuming that a stressed concept would be a test word.
Prior to the experiment, we performed three manipulation checks. First, because one characteristic of stressed words is their longer duration, we measured the duration of the stressed versus unstressed experimental concepts. The unstressed concepts averaged 448 ms, and the stressed concepts averaged 945 ms. These lengths included both the concept's 4 Typically the two versions did not diverge until after the first word of the "divergent" final segments. For example, she just had to buy an ASHTRA Y, 'n y'know, she/really wanted it bad, ... versus she just had to buy an ashtray, 'n y'know, she/even wanted to buy some clothes. In addition, an approximate 500 ms pause intervened between the last word of the filler phrase (e.g., 'n y'know) and the first word of the divergent segments (e.g., "she" as in she really wanted it bad or she even wanted to buy some clothes). Because the test word's visual appearance (on the subjects' computer monitors) was triggered by the offset of the last word of the filler phrases, because there was an approximate 500 ms pause between the last word of the filler phrase and the first word of the divergent segments, and because the divergent segments typically did not diverge until after the first word of the final segments, most subjects had made their responses by the time the narratives really diverged. Further more, we compared the data from the first versus second halves of the experiment to discern whether subjects "caught on" to the fact that the stressed concepts would subsequently be discussed. If so, the subjects might have adopted the strategy of responding more rapidly and accurately to the stressed concepts only because they would subsequently be discussed. However, the pattern we observed in Experiments IA and 1B was just the opposite of what this strategy would predict: The experimental manipulation was stronger in the first half of the experiment than in the second half of the experiment. This is a typical pattern observed in our experiments (i.e., the experimental manipulation is stronger at the beginning than the end of the experiment); therefore, we doubted that it reflected any strategy particular to dealing with the fact that the stressed words were discussed in the final segments of our experimental narratives. actual duration and any pause prior to the next word. Thus, the stressed words were longer, as the literature on spoken stress suggests they should have been.
Second, we compared whether other speakers would stress the experimental concepts to the same degree as the speaker who produced our experimental materials. We asked three additional speakers to record a subset of our experimental narratives; two of these speakers were naive to our experimental hypotheses. These other speakers lengthened their stressed concepts by 110, 104, and 103%. These values did not differ reliably from the 117% length ening produced by the speaker who recorded our experimental materials (all rs < I).
Third, we asked eight subjects, who did not participate in any of the experiments reported here, to listen to the experimental and lure narratives and simply write down any word that they "perceived as being really stressed (or emphasized)." An equal number of subjects heard each of the 48 experimental narratives with its experimental concept stressed as heard each experimental narrative with its experimental concept unstressed (i.e., an equal number of subjects heard each of the two versions presented in Table IA ). Furthermore, each subject heard an equal number of experimental narratives with stressed (24) versus un stressed (24) experimental concepts (i.e., each subject heard an equal number of the two versions presented in Table IA ). The subjects also heard the 32 lure narratives arranged in the same order as the actual subjects did. All eight subjects were 100% accurate at detecting as stressed each experimental concept when we intended it to be stressed, and no subject detected as stressed any experimental concept when we did not intend it to be stressed. Furthermore, all subjects were 100% accurate at detecting the stressed words in the lure narratives.
Procedure. Subjects were tested in groups of six or fewer in a session lasting about 50 min. Each subject occupied an individual sound-attenuated booth. Subjects heard the prere corded narratives and instructions over headphones. Subjects were told that they would hear the beginnings of many conversation-like stories. Each story would be preceded by the spoken word, "Ready," and 2 s later the story would begin. Subjects were told that their primary task was to listen to and comprehend each story. As a test of their comprehension, they would often have to continue telling the story. They were told that whenever the words, "Please continue the story," appeared on the computer monitor in front of them, they should pick up the pencil provided in their booth and write a suitable continuation on the ruled pages also provided in their booth. They were given 25 s to write each continuation; after 20 s they heard a single tone, which was their cue to wrap up what they were writing. After another 5 s they heard a double tone, which was their cue to cease writing completely and prepare for the next narrative. Five seconds later, the next narrative began. Subjects were required to write continuations for 20 lure narratives and 20 experimental narratives (five in each of the four experimental conditions).
Subjects were also told that they were to perform a secondary task: During each story, a test would appear on the computer monitor in front of them, and their task was to decide rapidly and accurately whether that word had occurred in the story they were currently hearing. Subjects responded to each test word by pressing either a key labeled "yes" or a key labeled "no." To accustom subjects to the experimental task, they practiced responding to test words and writing continuations for four practice narratives.
Subjects. Eighty undergraduates at the University of Oregon participated as one means of fulfilling a course requirement. As in all of the experiments we report here, the subjects were native American English speakers. Subjects were replaced if they responded incorrectly to more than 15% of the test words or if they wrote illogical continuations.
Results
If cataphoric devices, such as spoken stress, trigger processing signals that enhance the activation of the concepts they mark, then the experi-mental concepts should have been responded to more rapidly and more accurately when they were marked by spoken stress than when they were not marked by spoken stress. Figure IA displays By reducing the activation of other, previously mentioned concepts, cat aphoric devices will improve their own concepts' accessibility. We tested this hypothesis again by manipulating the cataphoric device, spoken stress.
We constructed two more versions of our 48 experimental narratives. In both of the two new versions, we again introduced our experimental concept (e.g., ashtray), but in only its unstressed form. Following this first experimental concept, we introduced a second experimental con cept. For example, we introduced the concept vase in the following nar rative:
I swear, my friend Vicky, every time we go to a garage sale, she just goes crazy. I mean like last Saturday we went to one near campus, 'n she just had to buy an ashtray, 'n y'know, then she saw a vase, 'n I swear, ...
The same female speaker recorded these two additional versions in two ways. In one version, she was told to emphasize the second experimental concept (VASE); in the other version, she was told to produce the second experimental concept without giving it undue stress (vase). These two versions are illustrated in Table IB . Again, to control for differences in intonation contour, we digitized these two versions and cross-spliced them (as we shall describe in the method section).
Each second experimental concept (e.g., VA SE/vase) was followed by a filler phrase (e.g. , 'n I swear). It was after these filler phrases that we measured activation of the first experimental concepts. For example, after subjects heard a VA SE, 'n I swear, or after they heard a vase, 'n I swear, we visually presented the test word ashtray (as illustrated in Table  IB) . So, although we manipulated the stress of the second concepts (VASE vs vase), we presented the first concepts as test words (ashtray).
To summarize: We tested the hypothesis that cataphoric devices trigger processing signals that suppress the activation of other, previously men tioned concepts. We tested this hypothesis by introducing a second ex perimental concept that was either marked by the cataphoric device, spoken stress (VASE) or it was not marked by the cataphoric device, 
Method
We constructed two more versions of our 48 narratives, as illustrated in Table 1B . In both versions, the first experimental concept was unstressed, and a second experimental concept was introduced. In one version, the second experimental concept was stressed, while in the other version, it was unstressed. In both versions, we measured the activation of the first concepts after the second concepts had been introduced.
To construct these two experimental versions, we began with an initial segment of each narrative in which the first experimental concept was originally recorded unstressed. This first segment included the first experimental concept and its filler phrase (e.g., l swear, my fr iend Vicky, every time we go to a garage sale, she just, uh, she just goes crazy. I mean like last Saturday we went to one near campus, 'n she just had to buy an ashtray, 'n y'know).
Then, we appended to the first segment a second segment that included the second exper imental concept and its filler phrase (e.g., then she saw a vase, 'n I swear). These second segments were randomly selected from the original recordings. Half the time we selected the segment in which the second experimental concept was originally recorded stressed, and half the time we selected the segment in which the second experimental concept was orig inally recorded unstressed. We excised the acoustic signal corresponding to the second experimental concept from these second segments, and we marked the offset of the second experimental concept's filler phrase with a 5.5-KHz square-wave tone.
We made two copies of each carrier narrative built so far (which included the tone). Into one copy of each carrier narrative we spliced a copy of the acoustic signal corresponding to the second experimental concept when it was stressed, and into the other copy of each carrier narrative we spliced a copy of the acoustic signal corresponding to the second experimental concept when it was not stressed. In this way, the same number of carrier narratives that originally contained stressed as opposed to unstressed second concepts was used to create the experimental versions that presented the stressed experimental concepts; similarly, the same number of carrier narratives that originally contained stressed as op posed to unstressed second concepts was used to make the experimental versions that presented the unstressed experimental concepts.
Finally, we appended a third segment to each experimental narrative so that when the second concept was stressed, the narrative continued discussing that concept; when the second concept was unstressed, the narrative discussed something else. As described in Experiment IA, we recorded four experimental tapes. On each tape, each experimental narrative occurred in only one of its four experimental versions (the two versions from Experiment IA and the two versions from Experiment IB). Furthermore, on each tape an equal number of narratives occurred in each of the four experimental conditions. Twenty subjects were randomly assigned to each of the four tapes, so that each subject heard only one version of each narrative. Example Narratives for Experiment 2 I swear, my fr iend Vicky, every time we go to a garage sale, she just goes crazy. I mean like last Saturday we went to one near campus, 'n she just had to buy an ASHTRA Y, 'n y'know,as htra y _ .. an ashtray , 'n y'know ,ash lra y_ . . an ASHTRA Y, 'n y'know, then she saw a vase, 'n I swear ,as1t 1 • •Y • .
Results
If
• an ashtray, 'n y'know, then she saw a vase, 'n I swear,ash tra y_ ..
Method
We constructed four versions of our 48 experimental narratives in the following way. We borrowed three versions from those we had used in Experiments IA and 18. Those three versions were (I) when the first concepts were stressed and the test words representing those first concepts were presented immediately after the first concepts' filler phrases, as illustrated by the top example in Table 2 ; (2) when the first concepts were unstressed and the test words representing those first concepts were presented immediately after the first concepts' filler phrases, as illustrated by the second example in Table 2 ; and (3) when the first concepts were unstressed, the second concepts were unstressed, and the test words representing the first concepts were presented immediately after the second concepts' filler phrases, as illustrated by the bottom example in Table 2 . These three versions correspond to the two versions presented in Experiment IA, and one of the versions presented in Experiment 18.
We created a new version, as illustrated by the third example in Table 2 . In this new version, the first concept was stressed, the second concept was unstressed and the test word, which represented the first concept, was presented immediately after the second concept's filler phrase. We created this version by randomly choosing a carrier narrative. Half the time it was a narrative in which the first concept was originally stressed, and half the time it was a narrative in which the first concept was originally unstressed. We excised from the carrier narrative the acoustic signal corresponding to the first concept, marked the offset of the first concept's filler phrase with a tone, and spliced a copy of the acoustic signal corresponding to the first concept when it was stressed. In this way, the same number of carrier narratives that originally contained stressed as unstressed first concepts was used to make this third experimental version.
We randomly ordered the 48 experimental narratives and the 32 lure narratives (that we had used in Experiments IA and IB), and we created four experimental tapes (with the same counterbalancing constraints as we used for Experiments IA and 18). Eighteen subjects were randomly assigned to each of the four tapes so that each subject heard only one version of each narrative.
Results
Figure 2 displays the subjects' responses to test words representing the first concepts when those first concepts were stressed (the filled squares) versus unstressed (the unfilled squares). These responses were measured at two points: immediately after the first concepts' filler phrases (and, therefore, before the second concepts were introduced) and immediately after the second concepts' filler phrases (and, therefore, after the second concepts were introduced). Subjects' average reaction times are illus trated in the left-hand panel, and their average error rates are illustrated in the right-hand panel.
First, we can examine the data that re-test our first hypothesis that cataphoric devices enhance the activation of the concepts that they mark. If cataphoric devices, such as spoken stress, enhance their concepts' activation, then when subjects were tested immediately after they heard the first concepts, they should have responded more rapidly and more accurately when those first concepts were stressed (ASHTRA Y) versus unstressed (ashtray). As illustrated in Fig. 2, when As the unfilled squares in Fig. 2 that the unstressed first concepts were suppressed by the introduction of the second concepts.
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In contrast, as the filled squares in Fig. 2 illustrate, the stressed first concepts were considerably less affected by the introduction of second concepts: Subjects' average reaction times to the test words representing the first concepts did not increase (752 ms in both conditions), both Fs < l, and subjects' average error rates increased only from l to 3%, minF'(l,116) = 4.901, p < .05. Thus, when the first concepts were not stressed, they lost activation when a second concept was introduced; we suggest they were suppressed. But when the first concepts were stressed, they were protected from this suppression. The difference between how much the stressed versus unstressed first concepts were affected by the introduction of the second concepts was manifested in an interaction, minF'(l,79) = 6.431, p < .025 for subjects' average reaction times, and minF'(l,108) = 3.648, p < .06, for subjects' average error rates. There fore, our second experiment supported another hypothesis about how concepts marked with the cataphoric device, spoken stress, gain a priv ileged status in the structures that listeners build during discourse com prehension: Cataphoric devices protect the concepts they mark from be ing suppressed by subsequently mentioned concepts.
EXPERIMENT 3
Our first two experiments supported three hypotheses about the cata phoric device, spoken stress: The cataphoric device, spoken stress, en hances the activation of the concepts that it marks; it suppresses the activation of previously mentioned concepts, and it protects the concepts that it marks from being suppressed by subsequently mentioned concepts. In our third experiment, we wanted to extend these results to a more subtle cataphoric device-the unstressed indefinite article this. Our goal for Experiment 3 was to replicate Experiment 2, substituting the indefi nite this for spoken stress.
In Experiment 3, each of our 48 experimental narratives occurred in four versions, as illustrated in Table 3 . In all four versions, both the first 5 An alternative account of these data draws on a decay, not a suppression, mechanism. Perhaps the activation of unstressed concepts decays faster than the activation of stressed concepts. However, such a decay mechanism would have to be very intelligent; it would have to draw on various "external" information to prescribe its rate of decay. All decay mechanisms of which we are aware are much simpler: Concepts decay (in activation) when they lack stimulation. Proposing a decay mechanism that takes account of whether other concepts are stressed or whether other concepts are introduced with the indefinite this comes very close to proposing an active suppression mechanism. But, with a suppression mechanism, one can trace the cause: The cataphoric device (such as spoken stress or the indefinite this) transmits suppression signals to reduce the activation of other concepts.
TABLE 3
Example Narratives for Experiment 3 I swear, my friend Vicky, every time we go to a garage sale, she just goes crazy. I mean like last Saturday we went to one near campus, 'n she just had to buy this ashtray, 'n y'know , ash t ra y ... an ashtray, 'n y'know,ashtray _ .. this ashtray, 'n y'know, then she saw a vase, 'n I swear,asht•• Y .. . an ashtray, 'n y'know, then she saw a vase, 'n I swear. a shtra y .. Table 4 . In these two versions, we also measured the activation of the first concepts (e.g., we presented the test word ashtray), but we measured these first concepts' activation after we introduced a second concept. As illustrated in Table 4 , in both of these versions, the second concepts were unstressed and introduced with the indefinite a/an (a vase). Marking concepts with the indefinite this versus the indefinite a/an is a subtle manipulation. Many native speakers are unaware of their frequent use of this device. Our undergraduate research assistants, whom we typ ically keep blind to our experimental manipulations and hypotheses, were later stymied in their attempts to guess our manipulation-even after they had heard the experimental tapes numerous times. Therefore, we antici pated that the effects of the indefinite this would be more subtle than the effects of the more salient cataphoric device, spoken stress.
In two versions, we measured the fi rst concepts' activation after they were introduced (literally, immediately after their filler phrases). These two versions are illustrated by the top two examples in Table 3. In one of these two versions, the first concepts were introduced with the indefinite this (this ashtray); in the other version, the first concepts were introduced with the indefinite a/an (an ashtray). Comparing these two versions al lowed us to test the hypothesis that the cataphoric device of the indefinite this enhances its concepts' activation. The remaining two versions are illustrated as the bottom two examples in
Across these two versions, we manipulated whether the first concepts had been intro duced with the indefinite this (this ashtray) versus the indefinite a/an (an ashtray).
Comparing all four versions allowed us to test the hypothesis that the
Method
We constructed the four experimental versions of our 48 narratives in the following way. We began with a segment of each narrative in which the first concept was originally recorded unstressed. This first segment included the first experimental concept and its filler phrase. We made two copies of this first segment. We put one copy aside to create the two versions of the experimental narratives illustrated by the third and fourth examples in Table 3 . We used the other copy to create the two versions illustrated by the first and second examples. On this copy we marked the offset of the first experimental concept's filler phrase with a 5.5 KHz tone. Then, we made another copy of this segment, so that we had two copies of the first segment, including the tone that marked the offset of the first concept's filler phrase. The next step involved modifying one of these two copies. We electronically replaced the acoustic signal corresponding to the indefinite article a/an that preceded the first experi mental concept with an acoustic signal corresponding to an unstressed indefinite article this. The speaker who had recorded our experimental materials recorded several tokens of an unstressed this. We selected the acoustic signal corresponding to this that best matched the acoustic environment of the first experimental concept. We chose to splice this into narra tives originally recorded with a/an, as opposed to recording half the narratives with this and half with a/an and then cross-splicing them (as we did with the stressed versus unstressed concepts), because many efforts at constructing pilot stimuli demonstrated the difficulty (and near impossibility) of cleanly excising the indefinite this. Complete removal of the final s of the indefinite this required cutting too far into the experimental concept. This was not a problem when the concept was preceded by a/an .
Because we electronically spliced the indefinite this into our narratives, but not the indefinite a/an, we conducted a follow-up study. The speaker who recorded our experimen tal narratives re-recorded a random half (24) of them with the indefinite this preceding the first experimental concept (i.e., she made 24 original, unspliced indefinite-this narratives). Then, a group of eight subjects (who did not participate in any of the experiments reported here) listened to one of two versions of these 24 narratives. Half the subjects heard the version of each narrative into which the indefinite this was spliced, and half heard the version of each narrative in which the indefinite this was originally recorded. The subjects' task was to classify each narrative as "spliced" versus "natural, " and they were told that half were of each type (which was true). The subjects performed no more accurately than chance at identifying the spliced versus natural versions. Table  3 was to append a final segment. These final segments were taken from the original record ings. To the version in which the first experimental concept was introduced with the indef inite this, we appended a final segment in which the first experimental concept was dis cussed further; to the version in which the first concept was introduced with the indefinite a/an, we appended a final segment in which something else was discussed further.
The final step in constructing the two versions illustrated by the top two examples in
Next , we constructed the two other versions, illustrated by the third and fourth examples in Table 3 . We began with the previously set aside copy of the first segment, which included the first experimental concept and its filler phrase. Then, we appended a second segment, from the original recordings, that included the second experimental concept and its filler phrase. We used the original recording in which the second experimental concepts were unstressed. We marked the offset of the second experimental concept's filler phrase with a 5.5 KHz tone.
We made two copies of each carrier narrative built so far, so that we had two copies of each entire carrier including the tone that marked the offset of the second concept's filler phrase. The next step again involved electronically replacing the acoustic signal correspond ing to the indefinite article a/an preceding the second experimental concept with an acoustic signal corresponding to an indefinite this. Again we selected from a large set of tokens the acoustic signal corresponding to this that best matched the acoustic environment of the second experimental concept. Finally, we appended a third segment to each narrative so that when the second concept was introduced with the indefinite this, the narrative contin ued discussing that concept; when the second concept was introduced with the indefinite a/an, the narrative discussed something else.
We also modified our lure narratives by electronically replacing one instance of the indefinite a/an within each lure narrative with an acoustically matched token of the indef inite this. We recorded four experimental tapes as we had before. On each tape, each experimental narrative occurred in only one of its four experimental versions, and an equal number of narratives occurred in each of the four experimental conditions. Twenty-six subjects were randomly assigned to each of the four tapes, so that each subject heard only one version of each experimental narrative.
Results
Figure 3 displays the subjects' responses to test words representing the first concepts when those first concepts were marked with the indefinite this (the filled squares) versus the indefinite a/an (the unfilled squares). Subjects' responses were measured at two points: immediately after the first concepts' filler phrases (and, therefore, before the second concepts were introduced), and immediately after the second concepts' filler phrases (and, therefore, after the second concepts were introduced). Sub jects' average reaction times are illustrated in the left-hand panel, and their average error rates are illustrated in the right-hand panel.
First, we can examine the data that test our first hypothesis: Cataphoric devices enhance the activation of the concepts that they mark. If the cataphoric device, the indefinite this, enhances its concepts' activation, then when subjects were tested immediately after they heard the first concepts, they should have responded more rapidly and more accurately when those first concepts were marked with the indefinite this (this ash tray) than when those first concepts were marked with the indefinite a/an 
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(an ashtray). As illustrated in Fig. 3 , when activation of the first experi mental concepts was measured immediately after those first concepts were introduced, test words representing those first concepts were re sponded to more rapidly (968 vs 1016 ms), minF'(l,86) = 3.226, p < .07, and slightly more accurately (4 vs 5% errors), both Fs -2.0, when the first concepts were marked with the indefinite this than when the first concepts were marked with the indefinite a/an. These data replicate our first experiment; however, they also demonstrate that the indefinite this is considerably more subtle than the more salient cataphoric device of spo ken stress. Next, we can examine the data that test the hypothesis that the cata phoric device, the indefinite this, protects its concepts from being sup pressed by subsequently mentioned concepts. As the unfilled squares in Fig. 3 illustrate, when the first concepts were introduced with the indef inite a/an they were greatly affected by the introduction of second con cepts: Subjects' average reaction times to the test words representing the first concepts increased from 1016 to 1099 ms, minF'(l,84) = 13.71, p < .001, and their average error rate increased from 5 to 9%, minF' (l, 111) = 9.510, p < .005. These data also replicate those of Experiment lB and Experiment 2 and suggest that concepts that are not marked by a cata phoric device are greatly affected by the introduction of a second con cept.
In contrast, as the filled squares in Fig. 3 illustrate, when the first concepts were marked by the indefinite this, they were less affected by the introduction of second concepts: Subjects' average reaction times to MacDonald & MacWhinney, 1990) . During word understanding, suppression dampens the activation of contextually inappropriate meanings (e .g., the playing card meaning of the word spade in the sentence, "He dug in the garden with the spade, " Gernsbacher, 1993 ; Gernsbacher & Faust, 1991a , 1991b , 1994 . During metaphor comprehension, suppression dampens the activation of the lit eral meaning of the metaphorical expression (Keysar, 1994) . Indeed, sup pression plays such a fundamental role in comprehension, that compre hension skill is marked by efficient suppression (Gernsbacher, 1993 ; Gernsbacher & Faust, 1991a; Gernsbacher et al., 1990 press the activation of other, previously mentioned concepts; and we concluded that Experiments 2 and 3 supported the hypothesis that cata phoric devices make their concepts more resistant to being suppressed. Perhaps those results were not due to the mechanisms of suppression and enhancement; perhaps instead they arose from a mechanism we shall refer to as competitive inhibition.
In competitive inhibition, mental representations compete for a fixed amount of activation. If one concept increases in activation, the other concept must decrease. Like a seesaw, when one concept's activation goes up, the other must come down. According to a competitive inhibition explanation, a concept not marked by a cataphoric device might lose activation following the introduction of a concept that is marked by a cataphoric device-not because the cataphoric device triggers processing signals to suppress the previously mentioned and unmarked concept-but because the two concepts compete for a fixed amount of activation. Ac cording to this explanation, if a concept marked by a cataphoric device becomes more activated, less activation is available for the concept not marked by a cataphoric device.
We ruled out this explanation in our last experiment. We manipulated whether two concepts were marked by the cataphoric device, spoken stress, or only one concept was. Each of our 48 experimental narratives occurred in four versions, as illustrated in Table 4 . In two versions, il lustrated by the top two examples in Table 4 , only the second concepts were stressed. In one of these two versions, we measured activation of the first concepts (the unstressed concepts); in the other version, we measured activation of the second concepts (the stressed concepts). In both versions, we measured activation after the second concepts' filler phrases. We predicted that the second concepts would be more activated than the first concepts, for two reasons. First, because the second con cepts were marked by the cataphoric device, spoken stress, the cata phoric device should have triggered processing signals to enhance the activation of the second concepts (as Experiments lA and 2 demon strated). Second, also because the second concepts were marked by the cataphoric device, spoken stress, the cataphoric device should have trig gered processing signals to suppress the activation of the first concepts (as Experiment 1B suggested).
The bottom two examples in Table 4 illustrate the other two versions we presented in Experiment 4. In both versions, both the first and second concepts were marked by the cataphoric device, spoken stress. In one version, we measured activation of the first concepts; in the other ver sion, we measured activation of the second concepts. As in all four ver sions, we measured activation after the second concepts' filler phrases.
If the effects that we have attributed to the mechanisms of suppression 
Method
The four versions of our 48 experimental narratives were produced by crossing two spoken versions of the narratives with two sets of test words. For example, the four versions illustrated in Table 4 We constructed the two spoken versions in the following way. We began with a segment of each narrative that included the fi rst experimental concept and its filler phrase. These initial segments were taken from the original recordings. Half the time we used the initial segment in which the first experimental concept was stressed (when recorded), and half the time we used the initial segment in which the fi rst experimental concept was unstressed (when recorded). We excised the acoustic signal corresponding to the first experimental concept and made two copies of each initial segment. Into one copy we spliced a copy of the acoustic signal corresponding to the first experimental concept when it was stressed, and into the other copy we spliced a copy of the acoustic signal corresponding to the first experimental concept when it was not stressed. In this way, the same number of initial segments that originally contained stressed versus unstressed first concepts were used to make the experimental versions that presented stressed first concepts, and the same number of initial segments that originally contained stressed versus unstressed first concepts were used to make the experimental versions that presented unstressed first concepts.
Next, we constructed a second segment for each narrative, which included the second experimental concept and its filler phrase. These second segments were taken from the original recordings, and all were originally recorded with the second experimental concept stressed. Before making two copies of each second segment, we marked the offset of the second concepts' filler phrase with a 5.5 KHz tone. After we appended these second seg-ments to each first segment, we appended a third segment. To the version in which only the second experimental concept was stressed, we appended a third segment in which the speaker continued talking about the second experimental concept; to the version in which both the first and second experimental concepts were stressed, we appended a third segment in which the speaker continued talking about both the first and second experimental con cepts.
We also modified half of our lure narratives so that they contained two stressed concepts (although neither concept was represented by the lure narrative's test word). We recorded two experimental tapes. On each tape, each experimental narrative occurred in only one of its two experimental versions, and an equal number of narratives occurred in each of the two experimental conditions. Furthermore, on each tape an equal number of narratives within each of the two experimental conditions had been originally produced with the first exper imental concept stressed as with the first experimental concept unstressed. We created the two lists of test words by randomly selecting either the fi rst or second concept as the test word. Each list of test words contained an equal number of test words representing the fi rst versus second concepts. Twenty subjects were randomly assigned to a combination of one of the two tapes and one of the two lists of test words. In this way, each subject listened to only one version of each narrative and saw only one test word per narrative.
Results
If the effects that we have attributed to the mechanism of suppression are instead due to competitive inhibition, then the second concepts should have been more activated when they alone were stressed than when both the first and second concepts were stressed. Figure 4 presents the sub jects' responses to test words representing the first and second concepts. The bars illustrate subjects' reaction times, and the squares illustrate their average error rates. The left panel presents subjects' responses to the first and second concepts when only the second concepts were stressed; the right panel presents subjects' responses to the first and second concepts when both the first and second concepts were stressed. All responses As we mentioned in our introduction, we specifically chose the verifi cation task for our experiments because we believe it is one of the most direct ways to measure how activated concepts are in subjects' mental representations. In Ratcliff's (1978) terms, our test words served as "tun ing forks'' and our subjects' verification latencies and accuracies indexed the strength of the resonance that the tuning forks evoked. Similarly, in Hintzman's (1988) terms, our test words served as probes, and our sub jects' verification latencies and accuracies indexed the strength of the "echoes" that these probes evoked. However, as we also mentioned in our introduction, the "echoes" and "resonance" that we elicited with our test word "probes" reflected a gradient of how activated the concepts were in our subjects' mental representations, rather than only the exis tence of those concepts in our subjects' mental representations. Just as subjects verify the test word bread more rapidly and accurately after reading that, "Almost every weekend, Elizabeth bakes some bread," than after reading that, "Almost every weekend, Elizabeth bakes no bread,'' and just as subjects verify the test word sweatshirt more rapidly and accurately after reading that, "John put on his sweatshirt and jogged halfway around the lake," than after reading that, "John took off his sweatshirt and jogged halfway around the lake," our subjects verified the test word ashtray more rapidly after hearing that, "Vicky wanted to buy this ashtray," than after hearing that, "Vicky wanted to buy an ashtray."
We also chose to use as test words the names of our experimental concepts, rather than the names of concepts that-independently of the context of the narrative-might be associatively related to the experimen tal concepts. For example, in the narrative about Vicky wanting to buy an ashtray at a garage sale, we presented ashtray as a test word, rather than cigarette. Because we assume that the function of cataphoric devices is to enable listeners to access cataphorically-marked concepts more easily when speakers re-mention those concepts in subsequent discourse, we wanted to assess the activation level of the cataphorically marked con cepts-not their semantic associates.
Indeed, we do not propose that the processing signals that cataphoric devices trigger also enhance the activation of concepts that are associa tively related to the cataphorically marked concepts, unless those asso ciations are relevant to the discourse. This proposal is supported by three separate studies. First, although MacDonald and Just (1989) observed that verification (and naming) latencies to test words like bread were affected by whether the concepts represented by those test words had been negated, naming latencies to associates of those concepts, for ex ample, butter, were unaffected. Similarly, although we observed that ver ification latencies to test words like ashtray were affected by whether the concepts represented by those test words had been marked by spoken stress, Marron (1991) , who conducted an experiment in our lab using the same materials as we used in Experiment IA, observed that lexical deci sions to test words that were semantic associates of our experimental concepts, for example, cigarette, were unaffected.
Most recently, Birch and Garnsey (1995) observed that verification latencies to test words like lion were affected by whether the concepts represented by those test words had been syntactically marked by an it-cleft construction (e.g., "It was the lion that stole the show at the circus this year"). However, Birch and Garnsey (1995) also observed that ver ification latencies to test words that were semantic associates of the syn tactically marked concepts, for example, tiger, were unaffected. All of these null results make sense: It was the lion, not a tiger, that stole the show; it was bread, not butter, that Elizabeth baked; and it was an ash tray, not a cigarette, that Vicky wanted to buy at the garage sale.
As the Birch and Garnsey (1995) study suggests, other devices, besides spoken stress and the indefinite this, might operate as cataphoric devices. Birch and Garnsey's (1995) study suggests that syntactic focusing con structions such as the it-cleft construction, illustrated above, or there insertion (e.g., "There was this needle on the floor just waiting to be stepped on"), might operate as a cataphoric device. Similarly, Mc Koon et al. (1993) demonstrated that placing an adjective, such as "de manding, " in a predicate position (e.g., "George's critical boss is de manding") rather than a prenominal position (e.g., "George's demanding boss is critical") facilitated verification times for the test word, demand ing. Perhaps these syntactic constructions (it-cleft, there-insertion, and predicate-raising) also operate as cataphoric devices.
As a final possibility, we have noticed speakers of colloquial English using a rising intonation to introduce certain concepts. Rising intonation typically marks questions, not statements. But recently we have heard undergraduates say things such as, "So, y'know what? I have a pro fe ssor , 'n he ... " where professor is spoken in the same intonation as it would be in the question, "Have you ever seen my professor?" Perhaps the rising intonation operates as a cataphoric device.
The present research demonstrated that cataphoric devices vary in how powerfully they improve their concepts' accessibility. Spoken stress op erates more powerfully than the indefinite this. This variation among cataphoric devices parallels a variation among anaphoric devices. Some anaphoric devices trigger processing signals that powerfully enhance their antecedents' activation and suppress other concepts' activation; other anaphoric devices trigger processing signals that only slightly enhance their antecedents' activation and suppress other concepts' activation.
More marked forms of anaphora, such as repeated proper names, trigger the most powerful processing signals; less marked forms, such as zero anaphora (as in "John went to the store and 0 bought a quart of milk"), tri gg er the least powerful processing signals .
In a similar way, how powerfully a cataphoric device triggers process ing signals appears to be a function of markedness: More marked cata phoric devices trigger more powerful processing signals. Of the two cat aphoric devices we explored here, spoken stress is clearly more marked. Indeed, spoken stress is relatively iconic. To emphasize a concept when we draw it, we can amplify our drawing by drawing the object larger. To emphasize a concept when we write its name, we can amplify our script by writing the word larger or with a darker or bolder print. If we are unable to increase the word's written size or its darkness, we can under line or italicize it. In these ways we can iconically mark the word as special. Spoken stress does the same thing; it literally amplifies the word. The indefinite this also marks concepts, but it does so less iconically and considerably more subtly. And in relation to spoken stress, the indefinite this less powerfully triggers processing signals to improve its concept's accessibility. So, the present research demonstrates a relation between the markedness of cataphoric devices and their effect on accessibility.
How consciously do speakers use cataphoric devices? We share Clark's perspective that spoken communication involves collaboration ; speakers and listeners actively collaborate to arrive at a shared meaning (Clark & Schaefer, 1987; Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986) . But whether speakers consciously select and use cataphoric devices as a collaborative strategy is unclear. Also unclear is whether listeners are consciously aware of speakers' use of cataphoric devices. While we often feel aware of speakers' use of spoken stress, speakers' use of indefinite this typically goes unnoticed. Nevertheless, in the experiments we have reported here, we have demonstrated that both cataphoric devices, spoken stress and the indefinite this, affect listeners' mental representations: Both devices improve their concepts' accessibility.
